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Abstract

An x-ray streak camera is used to diagnose a laser-produced Al
plasma with time resolution of -10 ps. A streak record of filtered emission
and a time-integrated transmission grating spectrum reveal that the
plasma radiation is dominated by emission from He- and H-like resonance
lines.

The diagnosis of plasmas with temporal durations of picosecond
and spatial extents of a few microns is difficult, The physicist is in this
arena when a high intensity laser is focused on a s~lid target.1*2’st4 The
ultimate goal is to interpret how the laser light couples to the plasma, how
the radiation mcapes, and how the plasma decays, Then we will
understand how to enhance the absorption of the laser and to increase the
x-ray yield both in energy and power, This paper discusses analysis of the
temporal aspects of such an experiment with an x-ray streak camerah~ and
shows how this diagnostic helps us reach the goal.

The laser system’ is based on the amplification of a subpicosecond,
frequency-doubled dye laser pulse at 308 nm in XeCl, An Al tar et is

Yexposed to -100 mJ in 300 fs; the irrudiance on target is >5 x 10 “ W/cmz,
The target also sees - 1 mJ of prelasc from amplified spontaneous emission
(ASE).” The Iwarn energy and the level of ASE per pulse is rnor.;tored on
each shot, The ASE irradiance is in the range of mid 10:” W/cmz, Thus, the
main beam interacts with a preformed plasma rather than with solid
material,

The diagnostic set besides the strcmk tube consist q of ~n nrrny of
filtereu, x-ray p-i-n diodes, a $pm pinhole camera, n pcntmwythritol (!3E’1’)
crystal spectrograph, a variuble-spaced grazing incidcncc grating
spectrometer, a micro-channel-plate grazing-i ncidcncc spectromder, nnd
an ion tirnc-of-flight spcctromotcr. The streak cnrncrn, an unmodified
Kcntech x-my dcvicc, is used in two modes, In sweep mode, wc usc it to
streak plosrno rodintion filtorcd by five mpnrntc thicknmwm of Be: 0, 28, !YI,
81, and 107 pm. We discuss hclow whnt this tells nbout the plnmo
emission. The camcrn is alw u~cd in stntic mode with n froc-~tnnding Au
foil transmission grating (TGS)” to obtnin tilll[l-irltj(’gr[itj~’(i qwctrn with 0.2-



nm resolution from .4 -10 nm (i.e., 0.1 -3 keV). “Unfortunately, the signal
level is too low to streak the TGS,

These instruments enable us to get data from a single laser shot, In
brief, we findl a plasma plume, which in -30 ps expands to a diameter of
-10 pm and to a length of -30 pm . The plasma electron density, which
changes considerably in this time, is in the range 1021-1022 cm-3. The mean
ion charge state is between 11 and 12. The electron temperature is 1 -3 keV.
Incident laser energy is converted to He- and H-like line emission with an
eficiency approaching 1%. Most of this line emission is in the 2-1
transitions.

The radiation has been examined through the Be filter pack with the
streak camera. The camera photocathode is -0.1 pm of KI deposited on 0.03
pm of Al on a nominal 0,3-~m polypropylene film, It is sensitive to soft x
rays in the range 0,1 -15 keV. It is found to respond also to 308-nm light,
which is used to determine its temporal calibration.

For this calibration, laser light is put directly on the photocathode
with half the streak tube slit covered with a retarder material. Using the
group velocity through the retarder, wc calculate the time delay which has
been measured with the camera, In this way, the sweep speed is fcund to
be 12+1 ps/mm at all positions along the 40-mm face of the image intensifier
behind the camera. Because the laser light is subpicosecond, the
instrument function of the streak tube at 308 nm is determined to be 4 ps at
full width half maximum, X-ray signals do not permit a clean measure of
the x-ray instrument function. We estimate the x-ray resolution to be 8-10
psi

The energy response function of the photocathode, the quantum
efficiency in electrons per photon R(E), is modeled as proportional to the
photon energy E and its absorption coefficient V(E).1° For an insulating
photocathode, this is modified by the limited mean free path of secondary
electrons in the material, which is typically less than the x-ray mean free
path, The correction is the transmission T of x rays to the back surface,
Thus, R(E) - M(E) E T(E), This represents all the energy-dependent terms
in the response,

A contour plot of a typical streak is shown in Fig, 1, Note that the
signal is in the photon counting regime so that Poisson statistics and
intensifier pulse height distributions reduce the signal-to-noise ratio,
Lineouts of the zones show that within the noise of the streaks, all the non-
zero-thickness zones of the filter have the same dura~ion, Even the
unfiltered zone in some cases appears to have the same full~width-at-half-
n-mximum duration: 30”40 ps, Scc Fig. 2, Consider three rnngcs of
radiative wmrgy: Li-like and lower charged ions emitting nt <250 cV, HQ-
and H-like ions emitting from 1 ,6-2.0 kcV, and high en.’rgy
brcrnsstrahlung z 10 keV, Higher energy radiation is cxpcctccl to
extinguish faster. For thQ l~i-like ions a lowm cxcitntion tcmpcrnturc is
required, and they sho’.~ld r~dintc long~’r thun th~~Hc- a*~d H-like ions. The
~ 10-koV ~lcctron~ cmnpc f’rmn the plnsnm in 1PM thnn 1 ps; thus, thcl high
cncrqy brcmsstruhlung cunnot. cmdurv, X rnys gencrntcd at the WUIIwill bv
outside the field ofvicw ofthe c[~morn, ‘1’hecqunlity of zon~ durntion~
Ruggcsts thnt ~hc plnsrnn rndi[ition frills mninly into the q[lnsi -



monochromatic 1.6-2,0-keV band, At the time of peak signal, a lineout is
taken and averaged over the zones. The average over the unfiltered zone is
normalized to unity so that the lineout now shows the transmissions of the
spectrum through the various zones. Figure 3 show the zone-averaged
result plotted on the theoretical transmissions of the zones calculated as
functions of energy. The error bars or, the data represent one standard
deviation from the means of the zone averaging. The experimental data are
plotted at 1.7 keV near the spectral centroid suggested by crystal
spectroscopy. Table 1 shows the statistics of one shot and the averages over
several shots. Two possible explanations for the discrepancy with zone 1 are
given: (1) The 28-yin filter may be thicker. To reconcile the data, it would
have to be about half again as thick. This is not a high probability error.
Also since the zone 1 foil is common to all the other filtered zones, this
would affect to a lesser extent their transmissions too. (2) The utilltered
channel may include some lower energy radiation which appears in none

Table 1. Statistics of the zones -- mean transmission and standard
deviation: @cJ

Zone 1 2 3 4

thickness(~m) % 53 81 107
@m for several shots .32L03 .25t.05 .llf.03 .06*.03

@cJ for a single shot ,34*.1O .23i.07 .llf.05 .0%,04

of the other c’mnnel~. In this case, the curves in Fig, 3 are, instead of the
transmission, the ratios of the nth zone signals to the zemth channel:

S(n)/S(0) = FL R~ T~(n) flF~ R~ + F, &]

where the subscript L refers to the line radiation at 1,6-2,0 keV and the s to
the softer Li- and Be-like radiation. TL(n) is the nlh zone filter transmission
of the radiation. FL and FBare the photon fluxes, In the limit as F.
approaches zero, the ratio is the plotted transmissions. The correction to
the theoretical curve, which lowers them, is thus:

[1+ (F,IL /FL RL)I’l= [1 + .38F,/FL)-’

where the ,38 is the estimated ratio of the responses nt ,25 and 1,7 keV frori~

the theoretical model. Were the ratio of ph~ton iluxes equal, the correction
is a 27% lowering of the curves, which would yield a reasonable fit, This is
shown with the dashed lines in Fig, 3, In this went, the relative energy
content of the softer radi+ltion would be -1/7 of tho of the higher energy
component.

A time-intcgratwi TGS spectrum is illustrnt,cd in Fig. 4, For this
dntn, the strcnk tube wns used us n position sensitive dct~ctor. Tho
spectrum is corrcctod for photocuthodc sensitivity us was indimtcd nbov(’,



for the theoretical grating efficiencyll, and for the response of the film used
with the intensifier. With the TGS, Li- and Be-like emission is
indistinguishable from the noise. In view of the uncertainties in both the
data and the system response, it is fair to conclude that the lower charge
states as seen both in the streak mode and with the TGS contribute no more
than - 5% of the He- and H-like line energy radiated by the plasma. Note
that if superthermal x rays are present, they add equally to the numerator
and denominator of the ratios, which cnu ~es them to rise with respect to the
experimental data, This phenomenon cannot be used to explain the quality
of the fit in Fig. 3. Mso, it could be argued that soft ultraviolet emission
accounts for the extra signal in the unfiltered channel rather than 250-eV x
rays, The reply to this is that the transmission of the photocathode
approaches zero in this regime (Its response to 308 nm is believed to be a
two photon phenomenon, and a high intensity is required,), and, as noted
earlier, the time history of the unfiltered channel shows little evidence of a
cool, UV-emitting plasma at later tines. Therefor >, it is reasonable to
ignore such an emission.

A second normalization can be made by taking the ratios of the B~
channels to the 28-#m zone, No soft radiation is transmitted by any of these
channels, but even the 107-~m zone transmits 8570 at 4 keV. Thus, we can
check the amount of bremsstrahlung from - 3-I 5 keV where the
photocathode is fading, While the results of this exercise are not entirely
consistent, we find that within the errors bars (Tabie 1), the continuum
energy is somewhat less than the line radiation. Two relatively thick filters
are not transmitting much signal. Refer once more to the ‘1’GS spectrum in
Fig, 4. The existence of a high energy distribution requires an extension of
the above analysis for estimating the soft racl iation. ?Jnless the flux of line
radiation is considerably greater than the flux cf bremsstrahlung, the
relative flux of soft radiation has to increase, As noted before, the TGS
spectrum indicates no such thing, The conclusion then is that based on the
Kentech measurements, the intensity spectrum is 2 2/3 line radiation from
the Hc- and H-like Al with the Li- and Be-like ions adding another 5% of
that. The hard radiation is likely to contribute < 1/3. Clearly, there is a
need for more measurements to reduce the uncertainty here,

The utility of the streak tube in understanding the plasma is well
dcmonst~ated by using its data with pinhole camera and crystal data, As
has been seen, energy approaching 1 niJ is emitted by He- and H-like line
radiation in 30 ps from the surface of a cylindrical plume, The estimat,cd
line irradiance is -3 TW/cm2 at the plasma, our next cxpcrimcnt will look
at ways to improve these values by nltering target mntcrial, surface finish,
and ASE prclase.

‘rho nuthors acknowledge the contributions of K, A, Stct,lcr, ,J, K.
Studebaker, and ~J,P. Robcrt,s to this cfY’ort, This work was done under the
nuspices of the United Stntcs Lkpnrtm~nt of Energy,
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 A contour plot of the x-ray streak. The unfiltered zone is at the
bottom. The 28-pm zone extends from 2-13 mm, the 81-~m zone from 13-17
mm, the 53-~rn zone from 17-22 mm, and the 107-~m zone from 22 to the
top.

Fig, 2 Lineouts of the streaked zones, From top to bottom, the order is the
unfiltered, the 28-pm, the 53-yin, the 81-yin, and the 107-pm zone,

Fig, 3 Zone transmissions, The solid lines er~ the theoretical
transmissions, The experimental points have one sigma error bars, The
dashed lines represent the theoretical ratio of zone signals assuming equal
photon flux of soft radiation,

Fig. 4 A time-integrated transmission grating spectrum,
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